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Secondary market liquidity is increasingly important for direct investors.  At iPartners, we look to 
address this in two ways.  Firstly our investment opportunities are structured for a shorter 
investment duration, and secondly, our investors have access to a secondary market trading module 
which allows investors to sell their individual holdings if required. 

Traditionally, alternative asset investing was the domain of institutional investors who gained access to the 
deal flow by having large sources of capital which essentially got them “a seat at the negotiation table” for the 
assets.   

This was predominantly a primary market environment, where any secondary liquidity was limited to single 
asset negotiations later-on through the investment cycle and individually between the institutional 
counterparties.   

For private investors who had very limited access to alternatives five years ago, gaining access to the 
primary deal flow has evolved rapidly with the number of participants from self-directed and advised private 
investors increasing consistently over time.   

iPartners investment platform has played a pivotal role enabling direct investors access to institutional deal 
flow in sizes suitable to their investment appetite. 

A further evolution that has come from the consistent increase in the number of private investors participating 
in the alternatives sector is the demand for secondary market liquidity.   iPartners technology capabilities 
have become increasingly useful in creating secondary market liquidity between private investors.   

Whilst most alternatives are still designed to be held till their maturity date, this secondary market evolution 
has bridged a liquidity gap for many investors to increase their weightings towards alternatives, whereby they 
now know they can offer and sell a secondary asset, should they decide they need to do so.  

On the corporate client side, which is the asset providers, in many instances they are now contacting 
iPartners to discuss how they can create secondary market investor liquidity within their sector.   

 
As the network of private investors in alternatives continues to grow and is showing no signs of slowing, the 
turnover in secondary market assets within alternatives is also going to continue to grow. 

 

 

Disclaimer: 

This report provides general information and is not intended to be an investment research report. Any views or opinions expressed are solely 
those of the author. They do not represent financial advice. This report has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial 
situation, knowledge, experience or needs. It is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or financial 
instruments. Or as a recommendation and/or investment advice. Before acting on the information in this report, you should consider the 
appropriateness and suitability of the information to your own objectives, financial situation and needs. And, if necessary, seek appropriate 
professional or financial advice, including tax and legal advice.
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